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Abstract
Web corpora creation for minority languages that do not have their own top-level Internet domain is no trivial matter. Web pages in such
minority languages often contain text and links to pages in the dominant language of the country. When building corpora in specific
languages, one has to decide how and at which stage to make sure the texts gathered are in the desired language. In the "Finno-Ugric
Languages and the Internet" (Suki) project, we created web corpora for Uralic minority languages using web crawling combined with
a language identification system in order to identify the language while crawling. In addition, we used language set identification and
crowdsourcing before making sentence corpora out of the downloaded texts. In this article, we describe a strategy for collecting textual
material from the Internet for minority languages. The strategy is based on the experiences we gained during the Suki project.

Keywords: web corpora, minority languages, language identification, web-crawling

1. Introduction
Web corpus, as we use the term here, refers to a collection
of texts that have been acquired from the World Wide Web
and been processed into a static corpus (Fletcher (2012),
see also Biemann et al. (2013), Schäfer and Bildhauer
(2013)). Making a web text corpus in English is fairly
straightforward. If one seeds a web crawler with links
to pages written in English, one probably ends up having
many texts very quickly. With only a moderate amount of
post-processing with existing tools, one can have a corpus
in English (Tamura et al., 2007). Finding pages in less dom-
inant languages is more difficult as one has to decide how
to effectively find the texts in the desired languages.
Building web corpora in minority languages forms a spe-
cial case within the corpus creation challenge (Barbaresi,
2015, 127–129). When talking about minority languages
in this article, we refer to languages that do not have their
own national top-level domain (see e.g. Murphy and Stemle
(2011), Schulz et al. (2013)). Searching for texts in national
top-level domains is a common way of building corpora in
specific languages. However, websites containing minority
languages are within the same national domain as those in
a majority language, hence some kind of language identifi-
cation is needed. Pages in minority languages often contain
links to pages written in the majority language of the coun-
try (Arkhangelskiy, 2019). So, even if one seeds a web
crawler with links to pages in the desired language, one
quickly ends up with many texts in a majority language.
In this paper, we propose a strategy for building web cor-
pora for minority languages. The strategy is based on our
experience with building web corpora for Uralic minority
languages in the "Finno-Ugric Languages and the Internet"
project1 (Suki) which was active from 2013 to 2019. The
minority languages of the Finno-Ugric language group are
used mostly in Northern Europe, Estonia and Russia. The
written languages use Latin or Cyrillic alphabets with many
special characters. A few of the languages have over half
a million speakers, but, for example, Votic only has 11 ac-

1http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/eng/
project.html

cording to Kuznetsova et al. (2015). The aim of the Suki
project was to build web corpora for as many of these mi-
nority languages as possible in order to facilitate their sur-
vival and revival (Jauhiainen et al., 2015a; Jauhiainen et al.,
2019a). In our scope, we included the Samojedic languages
(within Russia) which, together with the Finno-Ugric lan-
guages, form the larger Uralic language group. We used the
Ethnologue (Simons and Fennig, 2018) together with the
ISO-639-3 standard (SIL, 2013) as our source for the divi-
sion of Uralic languages. Currently, the Ethnologue recog-
nizes 38 different Uralic languages.
We start by reviewing previous work on building language-
specific web corpora in Section 2. We then describe the
various components we used when gathering sentence cor-
pora, that is, corpora composed of sentences instead of en-
tire texts, for 29 small Uralic languages in Section 3. The
lessons we gained from doing this are presented in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, we introduce the outline of our proposed
strategy for building web corpora for minority languages in
Section 5. We also provide links to the source code of the
technical components that we used in our workflow. All our
components are published as open source.

2. Previous Research

The ways in which scholars have tried to find pages for
building web corpora in various languages vary. There is
also variation in how and at which stage the researchers
make sure the pages found are in the desired language.
Automatic language identification can be performed using
methods ranging from a simple function word checkup to
deep neural networks. A recent survey by Jauhiainen et al.
(2019d) gives a thorough overview of the subject. In this re-
view of previous research, we concentrate on how the web
corpora in specific languages have been obtained.

2.1. Pre-Downloaded Web Collections

Instead of collecting the texts from the Internet directly, it
is possible to use pre-downloaded collections. Pomikálek
et al. (2012) extracted all pages tagged as English from the

http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/eng/project.html
http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/eng/project.html
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the Lemur project’s2 ClueWeb09 corpus and then used au-
tomatic language identification to make sure the texts used
were, in fact, written in English. Common Crawl Foun-
dation3 regularly crawls the Internet and offers the texts it
finds for free download. Smith et al. (2013) downloaded
document pairs from the Common Crawl corpus for par-
allel text corpora of several languages and determined the
language of a document using language codes present in
the URL. Kanerva et al. (2014) used the morphological
analyser OMorFi4 to find Finnish sentences in the Common
Crawl corpus. Using the Common Crawl corpus, Schäfer
(2016) built corpora in several languages using the texrex
tool5 while Habernal et al. (2016) built corpora in over 50
languages using a java library to determine the language
of a text. Panchenko et al. (2018) built a corpus in En-
glish using the C4Corpus tool6 to find relevant pages in the
Common Crawl corpus.

2.2. Search Engines
Several scholars have used automatic creation of search
queries to find texts in specific languages on the Inter-
net. Ghani et al. (2001) compiled a script called Corpus-
Builder,7 which selects terms from two documents, one rel-
evant and the other not, and constructs a query that uses the
conjunction of the terms from the relevant document and
the negation of the disjunction of the ones from the non-
relevant. The top search engine hit for the query is then
downloaded, and the document assigned to either the rele-
vant or non-relevant document set. Search engine queries
were also used by Sharoff (2006a) in his corpus building
strategy and by Ueyama and Baroni (2005) for building a
corpus in Japanese.
Baroni and Bernardini (2004) created a toolkit called Boot-
CaT,8 which takes a small set of seed terms and uses queries
produced from them to download pages with a search en-
gine. The toolkit was tested by building corpora for English
and Italian. BootCaT was also used by Baroni and Ueyama
(2004), Sharoff (2006b), and Lyding et al. (2014).
Scannell (2007) built a tool that resembled BootCaT. De-
pending on the language, the query lists were built with
either word lists from a spell checker or word frequency
lists. Sometimes language models of trigrams were used to
make sure the language was the relevant one. With the tool,
Scannell built text corpora for over 400 languages, many
of which were under-resourced languages. Arkhangelskiy
(2019) used a similar strategy to find texts in seven minor-
ity Uralic languages from social media sites. Wagner Filho
et al. (2018) also used a toolkit resembling BootCaT called
Web as Corpus Toolkit9 for building a web corpus in Brazil-
ian Portuguese.

2http://www.lemurproject.org/components.
php

3https://commoncrawl.org
4http://flammie.github.io/omorfi/
5https://github.com/rsling/texrex
6https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-c4corpus/
7http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~TextLearning/

corpusbuilder/
8https://bootcat.dipintra.it
9http://wac-tk.drni.de

Schäfer and Bildhauer (2012) recommend that projects
wishing to build large web corpora do not use search en-
gine results except as seed URLs for a crawler. The results
of their analysis demonstrate that simply downloading the
query results with a tool such as BootCaT is not effective
enough and that many sites that can be found while crawl-
ing the web intensively cannot be found through search en-
gine queries. In addition to this, Sharoff (2006b) and Bar-
baresi (2013) raise the question of search engines ordering
the results according to their "relevance" and the bias this
might cause.

2.3. Crawling to Gather Texts
Web crawling is the task of finding large amounts of pages
on the web by extracting hyperlinks from already down-
loaded documents and following them (Olston and Najork,
2010). Web crawlers are used, for example, by search en-
gines to index the web, but also for archiving pages and for
data mining. According to Fletcher (2012), it is important
to crawl the web if one wants to build web corpora in sev-
eral languages besides English. Those who have preferred
crawling for this have used several different ways of deter-
mining what language a page has been written in.

2.3.1. Using URL to Determine a Language
Baykan et al. (2008) wanted to know the language of
each page before downloading. They extracted words from
URLs and used various machine-learning algorithms to
distinguish pages in different languages from each other.
Their experiments in various languages showed, however,
that English words are prominently present in the URLs of
pages in many languages. According to Barbaresi (2013),
in case of "lesser-known" languages, language identifica-
tion of the actual text is necessary even when the words in
the URL are used. When searching for pages in Hindi, Priy-
atam et al. (2012) did prefer to apply a language classifier
in addition to the information acquired from the URLs.

2.3.2. Web Page Metadata for Determining Language
The metadata in the HTML source has also been used for
determining the language of a page. Somboonviwat et al.
(2005) used the information of the pages’ charset to deter-
mine if they were written in Japanese. Tamura et al. (2007)
applied the same method but used TextCat10 to verify the
language of the pages where the charset was found to be
UTF-8. They admitted, though, that the metadata check
was performed to improve runtime efficiency and that us-
ing language identification on pages with other relevant
charsets as well would have improved precision.
Identifying the language of a web page by checking the
charset in the metadata makes sense only if the language
one is interested in uses a special charset. Minority lan-
guages are often written using the same encoding as the
dominant language of the country they are used in. Fur-
thermore, although many HTML documents contain a lan-
guage declaration as metadata for the page itself, they are
often not used, or used incorrectly (Rehůr̆ek and Kolkus,
2009).

10https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/TextCat

http://www.lemurproject.org/components.php
http://www.lemurproject.org/components.php
https://commoncrawl.org
http://flammie.github.io/omorfi/
https://github.com/rsling/texrex
https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-c4corpus/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~TextLearning/corpusbuilder/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~TextLearning/corpusbuilder/
https://bootcat.dipintra.it
http://wac-tk.drni.de
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/TextCat
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2.3.3. Language checking after Crawling
Some scholars have preferred to use some kind of lan-
guage checking after crawling the web for a corpus. Spous-
tová and Spousta (2012) and Versley and Panchenko (2012)
crawled only some specific, well-chosen sites. Spoustová
and Spousta (2012) then used various tools to filter out
unwanted texts, whereas Versley and Panchenko (2012)
checked the language of each page by inspecting the char-
acter encoding and then by using a character trigram-based
filter and function words. Emerson and O’Neil (2006) re-
stricted the crawler to accept only pages with metadata lan-
guage codes indicating the Chinese language. After the
crawl, they used the Rosette Language Identifier11 to detect
the language of each page.
Many researchers prefer to crawl national top-level do-
mains where texts in the desired language are believed to
be found. Then after the crawl, the language of the pages is
verified with various methods. Kornai et al. (2006) applied
spell checking to filter out pages that were not in Hungar-
ian. The presence of function words has also been used as
a simple form of language identification (Baroni and Kil-
gariff, 2006; Ferraresi et al., 2008; Baroni et al., 2009),
whereas more sophisticated language identifiers were used
by Pomikálek et al. (2009) and Schäfer and Bildhauer
(2012).
As the .es national domain was very small at the time,
Boleda et al. (2006) additionally crawled pages from other
domains which were located in Spain in order to build a
corpus of Catalan texts. The language of the pages was
then identified using a Naive Bayes classifier.

2.3.4. Language Identification during Crawling
Finding web pages dealing with a specific topic is difficult
if one just crawls with a standard web crawler (Menczer,
1997; Chakrabarti et al., 1999; Diligenti et al., 2000). A
strategy for effectively finding pages on specific topics was
proposed by De Bra et al. (1994) and Menczer (1997)
but focused crawling, an often-used term, was coined by
Chakrabarti et al. (1999). A focused crawler assigns a score
to the links harvested from a page and the links are handled
according to the score they have been assigned thereafter.
The idea is that pages on the Internet tend to link to other
pages on the same topic (Aggarwal et al., 2001). Somboon-
viwat et al. (2005) suggested using focused crawling to find
pages in specific languages and tested two strategies for do-
ing this. They proposed prioritising links found on pages
that had HTML metadata indicating the wanted language
and using a threshold for how many irrelevant pages the
crawler is allowed to proceed from a relevant one. Schäfer
et al. (2014) recommend using the detection of frequent
short words and boilerplate to optimise focused web crawl-
ing.
In order to prioritise links from a page in a specific lan-
guage, one needs to check the language while crawling.
Many scholars have built web corpora using some kind of
focused crawling technique with various language identifi-
cation methods. Medelyan et al. (2006) used a web crawler

11https://www.basistech.com/
text-analytics/rosette/language-identifier/

named Nutch12 and identified the language of the pages
with TextCat. Mon and Mikami (2011) built their own fo-
cused crawler with n-gram based language identification.
The links to the subdomain of a page were only added to
the outlink queue if the page itself was relevant. Suchomel
and Pomikálek (2012) built SpiderLing, a web crawler with
inbuilt language models. SpiderLing calculates a yield rate
for each page and site. When the yield rate of a site gets too
low, it is blacklisted. Barbaresi (2013) used his own crawler
to find texts in several different languages and langid.py13

to identify the language of the crawled pages. He added
new links to the download queue only from the relevant
pages.

3. Components for building Sentence
Corpora for small Uralic Languages

In the Suki project, we started from the premise that
crawling the Internet equipped with language identification
would give us texts to be processed into corpora in Uralic
minority languages. It the end, the main components of our
strategy for building web sentence corpora were:

• Acquire the texts using web crawling
• Automatically determine the language using language

identification and language set identification
• Verify the automatically identified languages using

crowdsourcing
• Tokenise the texts into sentences

3.1. Acquiring texts using web crawling
3.1.1. Choosing a Crawler
Some scholars using web crawlers for collecting pages in
specific languages or topics have been concerned that they
download too many pages that do not contain what they
are looking for (Somboonviwat et al., 2005; Suchomel and
Pomikálek, 2012; Schäfer et al., 2014). Schäfer et al.
(2014) tried to overcome the problem by collecting seed
URLs that were as good quality as possible. Their experi-
ments show that having good-quality seeds is not sufficient
when searching for texts in a specific language in national
domains containing multiple languages.
Since we were looking for minority languages, we hoped
that the relevant pages we found would point to other pages
in that language or in other minority languages (Jauhiainen
et al., 2019a). We, therefore, needed to do focused crawling
and to give precedence to the links found on the pages writ-
ten in the desired languages. As early as 2006, Boleda et
al. (2006) were of the opinion that the technology was ad-
vanced enough to do large crawls in order to build web cor-
pora. For such large web crawls, we also needed the crawler
to be able to crawl for months if necessary. Obviously, the
crawler needed to be polite and respect the general time
limits for subsequent downloads from one server as well
as the crawl limits and restrictions defined in the robots.txt
files of the sites visited (Thelwall and Stuart, 2006; Emer-
son and O’Neil, 2006).

12https://nutch.apache.org
13https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py

https://www.basistech.com/text-analytics/rosette/language-identifier/
https://www.basistech.com/text-analytics/rosette/language-identifier/
https://nutch.apache.org
https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
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3.1.2. Heritrix
As our web crawler, we chose Heritrix (Jauhiainen et al.,
2015a; Jauhiainen et al., 2019a), a web archiving system
developed by the Internet Archive (Mohr et al. (2004), see
also Emerson and O’Neil (2006)).14 Heritrix is used by
several national libraries around the world to collect na-
tional web archives and it has been successfully used to
collect text corpora by Baroni and Kilgariff (2006), Emer-
son and O’Neil (2006), Ferraresi et al. (2008), Baroni et
al. (2009), Pomikálek et al. (2009), Schäfer and Bildhauer
(2012) and Versley and Panchenko (2012). Heritrix obeys
the robots.txt exclusion directives and has a system for giv-
ing precedence to specific links. Heritrix is open source and
extendable, so we were also able to make custom changes
to it.

3.1.3. Scope
When dealing with minority languages, the researchers
usually have an idea which domains texts in the relevant
languages could possibly be found in. We started collect-
ing texts in Uralic minority languages by crawling, one by
one, the .ee, .fi, .hu, .lv, .no, .ru, and .se domains (Jauhi-
ainen et al., 2019a). According to Schäfer and Bildhauer
(2013), large seed lists are only needed if one wants to find
relevant pages as quickly as possible. Since we were crawl-
ing for minority pages anywhere in the national domains
and hence were conducting large, long-lasting crawls, we
seeded them with links to the home pages of the univer-
sities in these countries. We hoped that these sites with
many outlinks would allow us to have very broad crawls in
the long run. The university pages might also contain links
from research projects to sites in small Uralic languages.
As we were building corpora from the texts found on the
Internet, we were not interested in the links pointing to files
not containing natural language, such as pictures (Jauhi-
ainen et al., 2015a; Jauhiainen et al., 2019a). Such a strat-
egy of ignoring the media files was also used for web corpus
building by, for example, Baroni and Kilgariff (2006) and
Ferraresi et al. (2008). After intensive testing with large
crawls, we ended up using 600 threads at once, crawling
only up to 20 links away from the seeds (in order to avoid,
for example, getting stuck in a calendar or an online shop)
and retiring download queues after they reached 100,000
links (as some sites may be replicating pages).
We conducted one-month long crawls for each of the na-
tional domains we were interested in. After one month of
crawling, the number of queues was already quite low and
the average speed had gone from about 300 URLs per sec-
ond down to under 5 (under 100 in the .ru domain). Later,
we conducted a two-month crawl which, in addition to all
the relevant national domains, included the .com domain.
This crawl was seeded with the URLs of the relevant pages
found in the previous crawls.

3.2. Automatic Language Identification
3.2.1. Improving Language Identification
Part of the Suki project was dedicated to improving the
state-of-the-art of language identification in texts and we
further developed the language identification method by

14http://www.archive.org

Jauhiainen (2010). Our language identifiers have fared very
well in several shared tasks dedicated to distinguishing be-
tween close languages (Jauhiainen et al., 2018a; Jauhiainen
et al., 2018b; Jauhiainen et al., 2019c). For collecting cor-
pora in minority languages, we used an implementation of
the HeLI method (Jauhiainen et al., 2016), based on which
we created a language identifier service15 that takes in text
and responds with a corresponding language code. Cur-
rently the language identifier in production can distinguish
between c. 400 languages and dialects in out-of-domain
contexts (Jauhiainen et al., 2017). At the beginning of the
project, we were able to find suitable training material for
34 of the 38 Uralic languages (Jauhiainen et al., 2015a;
Jauhiainen et al., 2019a).16 Hungarian, Finnish, and Es-
tonian were not relevant as they are majority languages and
thus we had 31 Uralic minority languages.

3.2.2. Language Identification While Crawling
In order to use language identification while crawling, we
made some custom changes to the code of Heritrix. After
downloading a file, we stripped the text of all the HTML
markup before it was sent to the language identifier ser-
vice. Our initial idea was to identify the text of the whole
page, but in doing so we quickly encountered problems
with speed. Identifying the whole page took too long when
it was done while crawling. The crawler was able to process
up to 400 pages per second and we needed the language
identifier service to be able to keep up with that speed. We
solved the problem by taking three excerpts of 100 charac-
ters from the entire text. Pages with fewer than 300 charac-
ters were ignored. The excerpts were sent as one package
to the language identifier service where each was identi-
fied separately (Jauhiainen et al., 2015a; Jauhiainen et al.,
2019a). If even one of the excerpts was identified as having
been written in one of the languages of interest, the whole
text of the page was sent to be identified. If the text of the
entire page was still identified as one of the small Uralic
languages, the text of the page was archived. The links
found on such pages were given precedence over links from
other pages in the frontier queue of the crawler (Jauhiainen
et al., 2015a; Jauhiainen et al., 2019a).

3.3. Language Set Identification
The texts of web pages are often multilingual (Kilgarriff
and Grefenstette, 2003), especially those including minor-
ity languages (Boleda et al., 2006). Most language identi-
fication methods are, however, built for identifying the lan-
guage of a monolingual text (Lui et al., 2014; Jauhiainen
et al., 2015b). When a monolingual language identifier is
used to identify the language of a text written in multiple
languages, it might, depending on the algorithm, produce
an answer unrelated to the actual languages within the text
(Prager, 1999). In the Suki project, we encountered this
problem in practice when we were manually verifying the
languages of the web pages automatically identified to be
relevant. With language set identification, we refer to the

15https://github.com/tosaja/
TunnistinPalveluFast

16No digitally encoded texts were found for Akkala, Ter, and
Pite Saami languages nor for the Kamas language.

http://www.archive.org
https://github.com/tosaja/TunnistinPalveluFast
https://github.com/tosaja/TunnistinPalveluFast
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task of determining which languages are present in a doc-
ument or text segment (Lui et al., 2014; Jauhiainen et al.,
2015b).

3.3.1. The Method
Even though multilingual language identification for cor-
pora creation purposes had been studied previously (Lu-
dovik and Zacharski, 1999), there was no suitable off-the-
shelf multilingual language identifier for us to use. For
our project, we developed a new language set identifica-
tion method (Jauhiainen et al., 2015b) which we named
MultiLI.17 The method uses a fixed size character window
and, as the window slides stepwise along a text, the text of
each window is identified with a language identifier. The
language of the first window is stored in a variable called
"current language" and when the language of subsequent
windows has been different from the "current language"
variable more times than a threshold, the language of the
variable is changed. The method keeps track of all the lan-
guages that have been the "current language" at some point
and returns these languages as a list.

3.3.2. Post-Crawl Language Set Identification
After the crawls of the national domains and the .com do-
main, all the texts found to possibly contain relevant lan-
guages were re-processed with MultiLI. Using the language
set identifier, we could more easily find the pages contain-
ing any of the target languages (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a).
In addition to a list of languages, MultiLI provides the ap-
proximate percentages of those languages in the text of the
whole page. As we did not want to miss any pages con-
taining even a small amount of text in a relevant Uralic lan-
guage, we accepted all texts of which at least 2% was in
one of them.
One important function that MultiLI provided at this stage
was the unknown language or "junk" detection. By not ac-
cepting any pages that were identified to have more than 9
languages, we did get rid of many pages that did not contain
proper text at all.
We also downloaded the Common Crawl archive from De-
cember 2014.18 We first used HeLI to identify the lan-
guages of the almost two billion pages in the archive. We
then performed a more precise analysis with MultiLI on the
155,000 texts that had been identified by HeLI as having
been written in a Uralic minority language. In this way, we
found many new relevant links outside the national domains
we had crawled ourselves (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a).

3.4. Crowdsourcing
There is a limit to how accurate automatic language iden-
tification can be. The accuracy of the identifier depends
on the similarity of the training data to the texts that the
crawler encounters in the wild. Even though the num-
ber of languages known by the language identifier can be
high, it will almost certainly encounter languages it does

17https://github.com/tosaja/
TunnistinPalveluMulti

18http://commoncrawl.org/2015/01/
december-2014-crawl-archive-available/

not know. It will also encounter non-lingual or multilin-
gual texts that can resemble one or more of the relevant
languages (Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2013, 58). It is also pos-
sible that one of the relevant languages can be encountered
which is written using a previously unknown orthography
or is simply from a completely different domain than the
material used for training, both of which prevent us from
tightening the precision of the identifier too much.
As we ourselves were not familiar with most of the small
Uralic languages, we planned to outsource the language
verification to native speakers and linguists using crowd-
sourcing. One of the goals of the Suki project was to create
a portal page with links to web pages that had been writ-
ten in the relevant languages. We included the necessary
crowdsourcing functionality into the portal site, which we
call Wanca.19 We were and are still not aware of similar
platforms available for this purpose, which led us to de-
velop our own.20

After removing exact duplicates, we uploaded to Wanca all
the URLs of the texts that were still thought relevant after
language set identification (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a). The
URLs were accompanied by the language tag given by Mul-
tiLI as the most prominent relevant language for each page.
In Wanca, registered users can vote for or against the lan-
guage currently assigned to a page. The native speakers
and linguists were advised to try to determine the largest
relevant language for each page. A user with "expert user"
rights is also allowed to verify the current language, which
removes the voting option from the platform. An "expert
user" could also change the current language to another,
thus verifying the new language. The operations of veri-
fying and changing the language could also be done to a
whole website at once.
Originally we had published almost half a million links
in Wanca. Since 2015, many automatically identified lan-
guages have been verified and, more importantly, almost
200,000 links that turned out not to be relevant have been
discarded by us or the other users of the Wanca platform.
By the time of the writing, Wanca contains 288,799 links
that are considered to have been written in a Uralic minor-
ity language.

3.5. Sentence corpora pipeline
Since we do not automatically have copyrights for the
downloaded texts (Fletcher, 2012; Schäfer, 2016), our aim
was to create sentence corpora under the assumption that
one sentence out of context can very rarely be considered
to have individual copyright (Fletcher, 2012). We have de-
scribed the sentence corpora creation pipeline in detail in
an earlier article (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a).21 In short, we
started with the URLs tagged with relevant languages in
Wanca and re-ran the corresponding texts through the lan-
guage set identifier MultiLI. This time we carried the lan-
guage set information forward and used it later to narrow

19http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/wanca/
20https://github.com/uhdigihum/

WancaPlatform
21https://github.com/uhdigihum/

SUKISentencePipeline

https://github.com/tosaja/TunnistinPalveluMulti
https://github.com/tosaja/TunnistinPalveluMulti
http://commoncrawl.org/2015/01/december-2014-crawl-archive-available/
http://commoncrawl.org/2015/01/december-2014-crawl-archive-available/
http://suki.ling.helsinki.fi/wanca/
https://github.com/uhdigihum/WancaPlatform
https://github.com/uhdigihum/WancaPlatform
https://github.com/uhdigihum/SUKISentencePipeline
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down the repertoire of languages available for the iden-
tifier. We divided the texts into individual lines keeping
only those that our sentence tokeniser would later be able to
find sentences from. We processed each line using the lan-
guage set identifier and allowed the identifier only to indi-
cate those relevant languages that were indicated in the set
of the whole page. Each line was then split into sentences
using a sentence tokenisation algorithm common to the lan-
guages involved (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a) using abbrevi-
ation guessing heuristics presented by (Mikheev, 2002).
Afterwards, the language of each individual sentence was
identified using MultiLI and the most prominent language
indicated by it was set as the language of the sentence.
We removed duplicate sentences as the Internet is full of
web services that automatically generate text in natural lan-
guages, and the duplicate sentences probably do not repre-
sent any natural frequency used by humans. Finally, sen-
tences written in relevant languages were added to corre-
sponding sentence collections.

3.6. Corpora
From time to time, we have re-crawled the links that are
considered relevant to see if the pages still exist. Since we
first crawled for texts in Uralic minority languages, 80%
of the links and 90% of the sites we found have either dis-
appeared or their robots.txt directives have been tightened.
To create the sentence corpora, we used a re-crawl from
2016 where we had texts from 119,052 pages. After our
pipeline, we ended up with 646,043 unique sentences in
29 languages. The sentences come from 39,731 pages. The
sentence corpora created in the Suki project were published
at the Language Bank of Finland in their Korp service in
2019.22 A downloadable version of the corpora was made
available in the spring of 2020.23

4. Lessons learned
We only created our sentence corpora pipeline after the lan-
guages of the pages had been curated in Wanca by us and
the language experts. The amount of junk and texts in un-
known languages was considerable. In the beginning, we
discarded complete sites as junk as the sources for language
identification errors were apparent after inspecting only a
few pages within a site. Many of the errors were in the parts
of the texts which did not contain complete sentences, but
were, for example, lists of the names of mechanical compo-
nents. This is why we suggest using the sentence creation
pipeline even before uploading the URLs to a crowdsourc-
ing platform. Only those pages where at least one proper
sentence is written in one of the relevant languages should
be forwarded to manual inspection. This would probably
get rid of much junk and irrelevant pages without anyone
having to go through them manually. It is important that
the native speakers and linguists donating their time and
skills feel that their work is valuable and meaningful.
The parameters of the language identifier must be adjusted
so that it is able to keep up with the speed of the crawler.
When the HeLI method uses a very large word and charac-
ter n-gram vocabulary it is slow to start. However, when it

22http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2019052401
23http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2020022901

is offered as a service and the models are already loaded in
memory, the size of the models does not essentially affect
the speed of the identification process. The number of lan-
guages available to the identifier, however, has an impact on
the identification speed linear to the number of languages.
The number and size of the excerpts sent to the language
identifier while crawling must be decided, taking into ac-
count the capabilities of the hardware used. We used three
short excerpts, but if the hardware allows, more excerpts
can be tested. If the relevant languages can be identified
with sufficient recall using shorter segments, then more of
these shorter excerpts could be used. Thus, the length of
each excerpt is determined by the accuracy of the language
identifier used. As a shorter segment of text is less likely to
contain several languages, using shorter excerpts also helps
in dealing with multilingual pages.
When one is targeting minority languages, one does not
want to miss any potential texts while crawling, hence er-
rors in precision are much more acceptable than errors in
recall. In hindsight, if the three excerpts contained a rele-
vant language, re-identifying the language of the whole text
while crawling was a mistake. The later stages of our pro-
cess would have removed the incorrectly identified texts,
but since we relied on the identification of the language
of the whole text, we may have missed some multilingual
ones.
The HeLI method is very fast and precise when dealing
with languages that can be separated into words easily by,
for example, using whitespaces as delimiters. In case the
relevant languages include ones that do not use whites-
paces, we suggest employing other methods. For exam-
ple, we used Naive Bayes in our winning submission to the
track for traditional Chinese of the Discriminating between
the Mainland and Taiwan variation of Mandarin Chinese
(DMT) shared task (Jauhiainen et al., 2019c).
One reason why we have not been eager to publish the lan-
guage models of the service in production together with our
code is the fact that we have only been improving the recall
and precision of the languages relevant to the Suki project.
As the source texts for other language models were mostly
gathered from Wikipedia, some of these models, for exam-
ple English, have severe problems with recall and precision.
Another reason is that the complete models used in produc-
tion with the crawler take in total 20 gigabytes of space and
it is not trivial to distribute files of this size. It is future
work to prune or optimise the data structure without losing
identification speed or accuracy.

5. Proposed strategy
In this section, we introduce the strategy that we recom-
mend for web sentence corpora creation for minority lan-
guages based on our trials and documented experience.
First, we present the suggested stages of the web corpora
building strategy. Second, we list the technical components
that can be used to implement the strategy.

5.1. Strategy outline
Stage 1. Decide which top-level Internet domains are rel-
evant to your crawl. Gather a list of prominent websites
for each top-level domain to use as seeds for each crawl.

http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2019052401
http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2020022901
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If you already know of websites written in the language of
interest, use them as seeds as well.
Stage 2. Start a breadth-first crawl within the given domain
and identify the possible languages of each page by tak-
ing as many extracts from the page as is possible given the
speed of your language identifier service. Use a language
identifier optimised for recall of the relevant languages, as
you do not want to miss any possible sources at this point.
Precision for the relevant languages can be sacrificed if
more speed is needed. If even one extract is indicated to
be written in a relevant language, store the whole text.
Stage 3. After the crawl, remove duplicate or near-
duplicate texts. We suggest removing duplicates that
differ from each other only by non-alphabetic (or non-
logographic) characters, for example by different time-
stamps.
Stage 4. Process all the stored texts using a language set
identifier. If too many languages are detected for one file it
is probably written in a language unknown to the language
identifier or contains large amounts of non-lingual material,
such as lists of product codes. If the set of identified lan-
guages is reasonable, keep texts that include at least one
language relevant to your corpus. Store the language set
and the URL as text-specific metadata.
Stage 5. Segment the texts into sentences and retain only
complete sentences. If your sentence tokeniser cannot span
line-breaks, you can first use the language set identifier to
identify each line and keep only those in the relevant lan-
guages.
Stage 6. Identify the language of each sentence using only
the relevant languages indicated by the previous level lan-
guage set identification. Tag each sentence with the major-
ity language indicated by the language set identifier.
Stage 7. Retain only those texts that include at least one
sentence in a relevant language. Tag the retained texts with
the relevant language in which the most sentences are writ-
ten.
Stage 8. Use experts and native speakers to verify that the
retained pages actually include relevant languages. In case
some of the pages have been removed from the Internet,
but the text had duplicates or near-duplicates, use the first
working address from the duplicate list. Remove those texts
that are clearly rejected by crowdsourcing.
Stage 9. In case you have special language-dependent sen-
tence tokenisers for the relevant languages, you might want
to re-tokenise the original text at this stage and then re-
move duplicate sentences within the same language. Other-
wise, use the sentences and their identifications generated
at stages 5 and 6.
Stage 10. Shuffle the sentences and add them to their
language-specific collections.

5.2. Technical components
Web crawling To collect the texts for our "Wanca in Korp
2016" corpus (Jauhiainen et al., 2019b), we used Heritrix
version 3.1. Currently, we have an operational version of
Heritrix 3.3. The modified version of Heritrix 3.3 contain-
ing the enhanced text pre-processing and the ability to use
a language identifier service is available on GitHub.24

24https://github.com/uhdigihum/heritrix3

Language identification We have published the monolin-
gual language identifier service implementing the HeLI al-
gorithm on GitHub.25 While preparing this article, we im-
proved the documentation and included character n-gram
models from one to six characters as well as individual
words for Finnish and Swedish as an example.
Language set identification The language set identifier
MultiLI, which uses HeLI together with the language set
identification algorithm is also available on GitHub.26 It
does not contain any language models, but it can use the
same language models as the monolingual language identi-
fier service.
Crowdsourcing platform The code for the Wanca plat-
form is also available on GitHub.27

Sentence tokeniser The sentence tokeniser and the scripts
for the whole sentence corpora pipeline are available on
GitHub.28

6. Conclusions
We have presented the strategy we used to create sentence
corpora for Uralic minority languages, analysed its usabil-
ity, and suggested an improved version of the strategy. We
believe that the strategy could be used to build web cor-
pora for other minority languages that have web pages in
the same national top-level domain as the majority lan-
guage of the country or countries in which the languages
are used. Building web corpora for minority languages is an
important undertaking for the preservation of these under-
resourced and often endangered languages. The crowd-
sourcing platform can be used to inform the native language
users of the resources available online.
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